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This Box Set Includes 3 Books:Python Programming For Beginners - Learn The Basics Of
Python In 7 Days!Python Programming For Intermediates - Learn The Basics Of Python In 7
Days!Python Programming For Advanced - Learn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!Python
Programming For Beginners - Learn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!Here's what you'll learn
from this book: Introduction Understanding Python: A Detailed Background How Python
Works Python Glossary How to Download and Install Python Python Programming 101:
Interacting With Python in Different Ways How to Write Your First Python Program Variables,
Strings, Lists, Tuples, Dictionaries About User-Defined Functions How to Write User-Defined
Functions in Python About Coding Style Practice Projects: The Python Projects for Your
PracticePython Programming For Intermediates - Learn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!Here's
what you'll learn from this book: Shallow copy and deep copy Objects and classes in Python–
including python inheritance, multiple inheritances, and so on Recursion in Python Debugging
and testing Fibonacci sequence (definition) and Memoization in Python in Python Arguments
in Python Namespaces in Python and Python Modules Simple Python projects for
IntermediatesPython Programming For Advanced - Learn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!
Here's what you'll learn from this book: File management Python Iterator Python
Generator Regular Expressions Python Closure Python Property Python Assert, and Simple
recap projectsStart Coding Now!



Python- The Bible-3 Manuscripts in 1 book:-Python Programming For Beginners-Python
Programming For Intermediates-Python Programming for AdvancedPython Programming For
BeginnersLearn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!Maurice J. ThompsonIntroductionI want to
thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book, “Python Programming For Beginners:
Learn The Basics Of Python In 7 Days!”This book will help you to understand the basics of
python in just 7 days.Code is the language of the future. And the time to learn the ins and outs of
coding is now, unless of course you want to be left behind from the biggest revolution that
mankind will witness.So what does it take to be one of those who the masses will rely on to
create products, change them and do a lot more with technology? Well, the secret is in learning
programming languages because every electronic device runs on some sort of programming
language.The question then becomes; so which programming language should you at least
prioritize to learn given that there are so many programming languages?Well, if for whatever
reason, you have been looking to learn programming or perhaps looking to improve your
programming skills, Python programming language could be the best option you can get right
now. It makes everything so easy! From the rich and well-designed standard library and built-ins
to the availability of modules and numerous third-party open source libraries, very few
programming languages can beat it.Particularly, if you are a beginner who is looking to dip his or
her feet into programming, you need to learn a simple language that is easy to understand and
that has easy to maintain code. You need to learn a programming language that runs on all key
operating systems such as Linux, Mac OS X, and Microsoft windows, and one that is more
reliable (does not contain pointers, which is case with other languages based on C). You need to
learn Python.Python will provide you all that, and since new platforms like Raspberry Pi are
Python based, learning Python will place you at an ideal place where you can enjoy the internet
of things of opportunities and anyway (in case you have not yet noticed), Python’s popularity for
the internet of things is really growing.That is just a tip of the iceberg, with Python, opportunities
and possibilities are simply endless.This book will introduce you to the Python programming
language and make sure that after reading the guide, you shall be aware of the basics of the
language and able to create simple Python programs. This book the first in a series of 3 books
meant to help you learn Python programming, from beginner to intermediate then advanced
level. As such, this book will handle everything you need to build a strong understanding of the
basics of Python programming language.Thanks again for downloading this book. I hope you
enjoy it!© Copyright 2019 by Maurice J. Thompson - All rights reserved.This document is
geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue
covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to render
accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or
professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of
Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar
Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce,
duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format.



Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not
allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information
provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention
or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is
the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal
responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary
loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all
copyrights not held by the publisher.The information herein is offered for informational purposes
solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type
of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the
publication of the trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All
trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by
the owners themselves, not affiliated with this document.Table of
ContentsIntroductionUnderstanding Python: A Detailed BackgroundWhy the Name
“Python?”The Timeline: Tracing the Release of Different Versions of PythonPython DefinedHow
Python WorksAdvantages of InterpretationDisadvantages of InterpretationPython GlossaryHow
to Download and Install PythonFirst Things First: Which Version Is Suitable: 2.X Or 3.X?Why
there are Different Versions of the LanguageDownloading and installing Python 3.6.4 on
Windows (32 bit)Installation of the 64-Bit VersionInstalling Python on Ubuntu and Linux
MintPython Programming 101: Interacting With Python in Different WaysKnow the ConsolesThe
Windows PowerShellThe First Steps in Python with IDLEUsing the Atom editorHow to Write Your
First Python ProgramThe “Adding Two Numbers” ProgramVariables, Strings, Lists, Tuples,
DictionariesVariablesStringsPython ListsTuplesDictionariesDecision MakingLoops in
PythonCreating A While Loop In PythonAbout User-Defined FunctionsThe Importance of User-
Defined Functions in PythonThe Function ArgumentsHow to Write User-Defined Functions in
PythonAbout Coding StylePractice Projects: The Python Projects for Your PracticeA Text-Based
GameGame 2: Mad Libs GeneratorA Simple Calculator ProgramConclusionTo make this book
easy to understand, we will start by building a basic understanding of what Python really is, how
it came into being and such information before we getting to the detailed explanations of how the
programing language works and how to use it.Understanding Python: A Detailed BackgroundIt
is important to build up to the events that preceded the creation of python, the programming
language before we even define it.Guido Van Rossum Created Python In 1989 Rossum used to
work at Centrum Voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI) in the early 1980s. His job was
implementing the programming language known as ABC. During the later 1980s—while still at
CWI—he began searching for a scripting language that had syntax similar to ABC but one that
had access to the system calls of Amoeba (during this time, Rossum was working on Amoeba, a
freshly distributed operating system). After looking and finding nothing that could suit his needs,
Rossum decided to design a simple scripting language that could overcome ABC’s
inadequacies.In the late 1980s, Rossum began developing the new script and in 1991, launched



the opening version of the programming language. This first release had a Modula-3 module
system. This language was later on named “Python.”Why the Name “Python?”Many people
usually think that name ‘Python’ comes from a snake because the Python’s logo shows an
image of a blue and yellow snake. Nonetheless, the real story behind the naming is a bit
different.In the 1970s, BBC had a popular TV show that van Rossum was a big fan of; the show
was Monty Python’s Fly Circus. Thus, when Rossum developed the language, he, for some
reason only known to him, decided to name the project ‘Python’.The Timeline: Tracing the
Release of Different Versions of PythonPython 1.0, the first ever Python version, was introduced
in 1991. Since Python came into being, and its first version introduced, the language has
evolved and reached up to version 3.x. Please check out the summary chart below that
illustrates the timeline of the various Python programming language versions.Each of the
versions indicated above contains a number of series; for instance, python 3.6 released in 2016
is currently at 3.6. 4 as at 2017-12-19.Now that you have a bit of understanding of how Python
became what it is today, let’s get a bit technical whereby we will define what Python (the
programming language) really is.Python DefinedFair warning: What you are about to read will
sound a bit technical. Please refer to the glossary for meanings of certain terms.Python is a high
level programming language (a language made to be simple for humans to write and read) that
is also object-oriented (organized around or based on objects instead of actions or data instead
of logic).Compared to other programming languages, Python is very simple and easy to learn
because it requires a very unique syntax that emphasizes readability. As a developer, you can
read and translate the Python code a lot easier than is the case with other languages. This
readability reduces the overall cost of program maintenance and development since it allows
you to work with teams collaboratively without any significant experience or language
barriers.You should note that Python has speed as a core functionality, and therefore, it works
perfectly well with applications such as photo development. In fact, you will find Python
embedded in important programs such as Paint Shop Pro and GIMP and is the favored Google
developers’ language—used on YouTube!Actually, the YouTube architect Cuong Do has spoken
broadly on the efficiency of the Python and the ‘record speed’ the language has allowed them to
work with. I could thus say that Python is among the fastest programming languages you could
ever incorporate in development particularly when speed is your primary factor.Besides that,
impressed by its number of libraries, the University of Maryland has opted to use Python to aid
the development of their courses. If you are a video game designer, you could benefit from the
extensive set of libraries within Python that are important resources given a ‘Py’ in the name for
identification purposes.Python also finds use in adaptive technology (the tools or technology
designed to offer enhancements or alternative ways of interacting with technology—this helps
disabled people perform certain tasks) and in this regard, it has contributed to movements such
as “one laptop per child.”You can compare Python to other dynamic languages such as PHP,
PERL, and Java. When you do so, you will realize that Python is simpler and more consistent—
and many Python enthusiasts or folks who have had a good experience with the language will



attest to that.For instance, consider that Python uses key words while other languages still use
punctuation marks. The fact that Python uses key words makes things easier especially for
beginners and because of it, the learning process is cumulatively shorter and fun. We will learn
more about that in the subsequent chapters when we begin learning and writing Python code
examples.Right now though, let us see how python really works. We will try to understand that by
briefly looking at how programming languages have been evolving over time.Download the
Audiobook version of this book for free!If you love listening to audiobook while you’re in the car
or working out, I’ve a great news for you! You can download the audiobook version of this book
for FREE by just signing up for FREE 30-Day Audible Trial!Click The Link Below to Get Started!
How Python WorksTo understand how Python works today, we have to take a few steps back in
time.Machine code (the first generation Computer languages)In machine code, a computer
processor can perform only a certain number of commands that are very simple and kept in a
sequence of bits or numbers. Usually, programmers use a hexadecimal system to write these
instructions so that their reading is not so much of a chore.Nonetheless, with the instructions so
limited, all you can do here is recapitulate addresses and skip between instructions. You might
already know that in the world of programming, you do not just add two numbers; rather, what
you do is look at the addresses of the numbers in memory and then recapitulate or sum them
using a number of different instructions.Just to give you perspective, look at the example below
that shows what the addition of two numbers would appear in the hexThe instructions go to the
processor in binary. You will notice that this kind of code is very unreadable and depends on the
instruction set of the CPU in question. You can rest assured that programming in this language is
extremely galling but unfortunately, all programs have to be compiled in binary format for
execution by a computer processor.The assembler (second-generation computer
languages)While the ASM or assembler boasts of being human-readable, it is not any simpler
than machine code. The instructions here contain readable (to a human) text codes that
eliminate the need for human memorization of each one of the combinations of numbers. The
instruction codes are afterwards compiled into binary code. When you add two numbers in the
assembler, you should expect something similar to this:As I mentioned, this one is a bit more
readable to a human; however, most programmers do not have a clue how the program really
works.The third generation programming languagesThese ones have a better amount of
abstraction about how the computer sees the program. Instead of forcing you to adapt to the way
the computer thinks—which is arcane—the language focuses more on the way you see the
program.At the introduction of these languages, the numbers started being perceived as
variables and the code would contain some sort of ‘mathematical notation’ kind of
aesthetic.When you, for instance, add two numbers in the C language, it will pretty much go like
so:Anyone can assume the workings of this by merely looking at it. As you can see, it sums up
the 83 and -2, and then stores the product in a variable called C. Third generation languages
have one obvious advantage: they have very high readability compared to all the other previous
languages.A recapIf we are still together, let us do a recap:From the name ‘high level



language’ (whose meaning you know already), you might deduce that there are ‘low-level
languages’ as well—at times called machine languages or the other category known as
assembly languages.Machine language is simply the encoding of program instructions in binary
such that the computer can directly execute them. The assembly language uses a format that is
a bit easier to refer to the low-level instructions. Therefore, high-level language programs—
including the ones in assembly language—need processing before they run. This additional
processing takes a bit of time, which is a little disadvantage of the high-level languages.
Nonetheless, the high-level languages have numerous advantages.First, it is a lot easier to
program in high-level languages. The programs written in a high-level language typically take a
lot less time to write; they are also shorter, generally easier to read, and are relatively more likely
to be correct. Secondly, they are portable. This means you can run them on different types of
computers with few or minimal modifications. Conversely, a low-level program has to run on one
kind of computer before modifying or rewriting it to make sure it runs on another.Therefore, you
will find that nearly all programs in existence today use high-level languages. Only a few
specialized applications use low-level languages.Let us continue.Object-oriented programming
came into the picture as time passed and as the demand for code optimization increased. I will
talk more about this later. The third generation languages fall into two categories:Compiled
languagesAlso called unmanaged languages, compiled languages typically have their source
code written in a language humans can fully understand. For the processor to execute the
source code, it needs to be translated into machine code though. A compiler completes this
process. The compiler compiles the whole program into the machine code.Put differently, a
compiler simply reads the program and translates it before it (the program) begins running. The
high-level program is thus referred to as the source code while the program that is translated is
known as the executable or object code. When the program is compiled, it can be executed
multiple times without the need for any further translation.Here is a brief overview of some of the
advantages of compiled languages.They are fast: It is only in the course of one-time compilation
that the program slows down. When a program is compiled, it runs just as fast as a program
written in ASM or even faster owing to compiler optimizations.There is inaccessibility of source
code. Modifying a program distributed in compiled form is difficult if you lack the source code.It
provides ease of detecting errors in the source code. If there happens to be an error in the
source code, the whole process of compilation crashes and you, the programmer, automatically
gets to see where you messed up. You can imagine how much this simplifies the development of
software.The disadvantages include the following:The program has a platform dependency, that
is, on the operating system or the processor. You cannot take a pre-compiled program and then
run it on a different platform without tweaking or recompiling it somehow.You cannot edit it. After
the compilation of a program into machine code, there is no other way of editing it; re-compiling
is the only way.Issues of memory management. Computers execute instructions mechanically;
this makes it likely to run into sporadic errors related to memory overflows. The compiled
languages do not come with automatic memory management features and thus, they tend to be



more of a hassle in this respect. The main cause of run-time errors is manual memory
management the compilation cannot detect. Pascal, C language and C++, its successor, are
examples of compiled languages.Interpreted languagesPython belongs to this category of
programming languages. Interpreted languages aim to solve issues regarding portability and in
many other respects, try to make the lives of programmers somewhat easier. Most modern
programming languages are interpreted languages.Interpreters work a lot like compilers but
rather than translating the whole program all at the same time, they only translate what is
required at a particular moment in time.The name ‘interpreter’ simply comes from the profession
we all know of, interpretation, where the interpreter is the person who acts as an intermediary for
people who do not understand each other’s languages. The interpreter listens and translates
what each party is saying to a language they understand and the conducts the translation as
each one of them speaks.The interpreted languages operate the same way. The interpreter
reads the source code line after line before compiling it into machine code, executing it, and then
throwing it away.While interpretation is not a quick way to run programs, it has a number of
significant advantages. To improve speed, it is possible to cache results. In addition, today, the
quality and readability of code has proved more important than performance. The reason for this
is that our computers are very fast but as applications become a lot more complex by the day, it
becomes increasingly easier to create errors particularly when using the older languages.Put
differently, an interpreter is responsible for reading a high level program after which it executes it.
In simpler terms, the interpreter does pretty much what the program commands. It processes the
program bit by bit, reading lines alternately and conducting computations.NOTE: Many
programming languages in existence today, including Python, use both processes whereby the
first thing that happens in the compilation of the source code into a lower-level language known
as byte code and then interpretation by a program known as virtual machine. In the case of
Python, programmers interact with the language, which is why Python is an interpreted
language.The usageThere are two ways you can use the Python interpreter: as the program
mode and shell mode. In the shell mode, you simply type the Python expressions into the shell
and the interpreter shows the result immediately.Take a look at the example below that illustrates
the Python shell at work.These signs ‘>>>’ are known as the Python prompt. The interpreter
shows that it is ready for instructions by using the prompt. When 2+3 was typed, the interpreter
evaluated the expression and in turn replied 5. On the following line, it gave a new prompt to
show that it is ready for additional input.When you work in the interpreter directly, you experience
convenience for testing short parts of code since you get immediate feedback. You can think of it
as a kind of scratch paper you can use to work out problems.As an alternative, you can also
write a whole program by placing Python instruction lines in a file and then use the interpreter to
execute the file contents in entirety. This file is what we usually call a source code. For instance,
you can use a text editor to create a source code file called firstprogram.py that contains the
following:Conventionally, files containing Python programs contain names ending with .py. This
convention helps your operating system and other programs recognize a file as having python



code.Advantages of InterpretationBefore we continue, here is a brief overview of some of the
advantages of interpretation:The programs are portable. If the platform has an interpreter, your
program will run on the said platform—it is a lot simpler to develop an interpreter than a
compiler.Simplicity in development: Today, there is no need to deal with manual memory
management because something called ‘garbage collector’ can do that for you. In Python and
other languages, you do not really have to specify the data types, something that leads to more
comfortable data structures—you will notice this as you advance in the book.Stability: The
interpreter really understands code and owing to this fact, it can find errors that the compiled
programs would ultimately execute. Interpreting programs is safer and better than compiling
them. Further, using this language type brings reflection into play—in reflection, a program can
examine itself in the course of the run-time.Ease of editing: You can write programs in sections
and then upload them to the targeted destination any time you wish since the code does not
need explicit compilation. In other words, you can easily edit it on the fly.The adding program’s
source code in python would appear something like this:You need to notice that we only have
the core algorithm and no other syntax; you do not even have to specify the variable types-
guess things are too simple here!Disadvantages of InterpretationWell, we cannot lack a few
disadvantages with interpreters:There are still speed issues. At times, interpretation can be very
slow and because of this, you will not use your computer’s capacity to the fullest. This, however,
has various workarounds.There are still difficulties in spotting errors. With interpretation,
compilation happens during run time; this makes it impossible for errors to pop up before
execution of the code. This can be annoying at times. Nonetheless, you will still err less than you
would otherwise do in the compiled languages.Vulnerability: Since the program is distributed as
a source code and thus, any person can change or even steal some parts of it, issues of
vulnerability crop up.With the information above, you should be able to look at Python as a
modern programming language that, even though not the fastest, the source code is shorter and
has fewer errors than the compiled languages of the older versions.At this point, I believe it
would be great to have a glossary to explain different terms that you will find often in the
book.Download the Audiobook version of this book for free!If you love listening to audiobook
while you’re in the car or working out, I’ve a great news for you! You can download the audiobook
version of this book for FREE by just signing up for FREE 30-Day Audible Trial!Click The Link
Below to Get Started!Python GlossaryThis section is going to be relatively short; it will simply
define the terms you can expect to find used in forums dedicated to Python and within the
language itself. As we head further into the book, you will learn more about these
terms:Instruction sets: These are the sets of the entire instructions contained in machine code
that a central processing unit can recognize and execute.Binary: Binary is a set of files created
once you compile the object code that runs on machines.Run time: Also called execution time,
run time refers to the time a program is running or executing.Shell: Shell is the programming
layer that understands and executes commands you enter as a user.Pip: Pip refers to the
package management system used for the installation and management of software packages



written in Python.IDLE (Integrated Development Environment): IDLE refers to Python’s
integrated development environment bundled with the language’s default implementation.Char:
Char refers to the characters generally in programming languagesDelimeter: This is the
sequence of a single or more characters used to specify the boundary between independent
and separate regions in data streams such as plain text.Arguments: Arguments are variables or
independent items containing codes or data.Assignment: In programming, an assignment is a
statement used to set into a variable name a value.Iteration: Iteration refers to a process where
instructions or structures are recurred sequentially in a given number of times, or until some
condition is met.Hashing: This refers to the change of a string or characters into a typically
shorter value with a fixed length or key representing the initial string.Immutable object: This is an
object that has a state that become impossible to modify once created.Zero or Zero value: This
refers to the unique and known quantity the zero value that is significant in mathematics.Null
value: Refers to a non-value; it acts as some sort of placeholder for an unknown or unspecified
data valueModular design: A modular design is a design approach that divides a system into
little sections known as skids or modules; you can create modules independently and then use
them in various systems.Docstring: This is a string literal occurring as the first function
statement, module, method definition, or class.Objects: Objects are those things you first think
about when you are designing a program; they are the units of code ultimately derived from the
process.Class: Class is a sort of distinct mini-program that has its own peculiar context—that is
the properties or variables and functions or methods.Keep these terms and definitions in mind
because as we delve deeper into the world of Python programming, they will appear at many
areas.With the glossary in mind, you shouldn’t have any problem reading the book since you
can refer to this content whenever you see something you don’t understand. Let’s now start
using Python.How to Download and Install PythonIn this section, we will discuss how to
download and install Python on Windows and Ubuntu platforms (to act as examples). As I
mentioned earlier, you can install Python on almost all the operating systems we have today and
therefore, this tutorial is just a general blueprint of how to undertake the process.The first thing
we shall do is talk about the difference in the two major versions just to elucidate the issue of
what version is ideal or suitable.First Things First: Which Version Is Suitable: 2.X Or 3.X?As a
beginner Python programmer, one of the things that might confuse you is the different versions
of the language that are currently available. Even though Python 3 is the most current generation
of Python, you will note that many programmers still use Python 2.x.Even today, you will not
really find a straightforward answer to the question of the Python version you should use as the
decision will depend on what you want to accomplish. Python 3 is indeed the future of the
language but some programmers opt to go with python 2.x because some older libraries and
packages only work in Python 2.Why there are Different Versions of the LanguageProgramming
languages are always evolving as developers continue extending the language’s functionality
and ironing out the quirks known to cause concerns for developers.First introduced in 2008,
Python 3 sought to make Python easier to use and change the way it deals with strings to



correspond with the current demands placed on the language. The programmers accustomed to
the program in Python 2 at times find it hard to adjust to the fresh challenges, but the tenderfoots
usually find the current versions of the language more logical.Python 3.x is different from earlier
Python releases primarily because it is the first ever Python release that is incompatible with the
earlier versions. Programmers do not usually need to worry about minor updates—such as from
2.6 to 2.7 because the only thing they usually do is alter the internal workings of the language
and do not need the programmers to alter their syntax.There is a much more significant change
between Python 2.7.x and Python 3.x as the code that worked in the former may require
rewriting in a different way so that it works in Python 3.xDownloading and installing Python 3.6.4
on Windows (32 bit)At the time of writing this book, the latest version of Python is 3.6 (and 3.6.4
series). We are going to discuss how to download and install Python 3.6.4 for the 32-bit version
of the language (64-bit in the next section). Installing the program will automatically install IDLE,
the documentation, and pip as well—and create file associations and shortcuts. This will
eliminate the need to set up the environment variables once the installation completes.Before
you begin, ensure you do not have Python installed on your computer already. You can do this by
opening the command prompt and typing ‘python’ on it. If you do not have the program installed
on your computer, you will see something similar to the image below.You can download the
Python setup file by visiting Python’s and under downloads in the menu bar, clicking on the
latest version of Python (3.6.4 in this case).Alternatively, you can click on the link below to
download the setup file:Once the file has downloaded, find the setup file in ‘downloads’ that has
the name ‘pythin-3.6.4.exe’. Run it and wait for something like this:When you click on Run, you
will see something like:The option ‘add python 3.6 to PATH’ is by default left unchecked: make
sure to check it. Now click ‘install now’. The window resembling the image below will appear if
the setup is successful.Let us now check whether python 3.6 has installed successfully. Simply
open the command prompt and then type ‘python’ in it. You will have to close and reopen the
prompt if you had not closed it from earlier. You should see something that looks like:You will
need to check that the interpreter is functioning properly through the prompt:You also have the
choice of searching IDLE and running python commands through it.Installation of the 64-Bit
VersionTo install the 64-bit version, simply go to the official website and go to the menu bar.
Click on downloads and then windows, and wait to see something like this:Now click on the
highlighted area ‘download windows x84-64 executable installer.’Alternatively, you download the
setup file from this .When the download completes, search for the setup file named from the
‘downloads’ folder.Now run it. Everything from here should be straightforward and the installation
steps are the same as the ones discussed in the section above.Installing Python on Ubuntu and
Linux MintThe process here is just as simple as the one we have just discussed. Just follow the
steps below.1: Install the needed packagesFirst, you need to install the Python prerequisites
before moving on to the next steps using the command below:2: Download Python 3.6.4You can
download the program from the official site (just as we discussed in the previous sections) of
Python or download the latest version as follows:You can now extract the downloaded package



as follows:3: Now compile the Python sourceUse the set of commands below to compile the
source code of the program on your computer. You can use the option ‘—enable-optimizations’
with the configure command to enable extra supports such as bz2 support, SSL. The command
‘make altinstall’ will not overwrite the existing installation.4: Check the versionAt this point, you
have successfully installed Python 3.6 on your computer. You need to check the Python version
installed with the command below:describes how to install Python on Mac OS X.With Python
successfully installed, we can now begin interacting with it.Python Programming 101: Interacting
With Python in Different WaysNow that you have installed Python on your computer, let us start
interacting with it:Know the ConsolesAfter installing Python, the first thing you want to know how
is how to interact with it flawlessly. In this regard, you will realize that there are numerous ways to
achieve that. The first way you can learn is interacting with the program’s interpreter using the
console of your operating system.A console (also called a command prompt or terminal) is a
way of interacting with your operating system using texts—just like interacting with your desktop
using your mouse is the method of interacting with your system graphically.Let us see how you
can open a console on the various operating systems:Opening a Console on Mac OS XTerminal
is the name given to the standard console program in Mac OS X. To open the terminal, simply go
to applications, then click on utilities and then double click on the terminal program. Alternatively,
you can search for it in the system using the system search tool located at the top right.You will
interact with your computer using the command line terminal; a window will pop up with
message that looks something like this:Opening a console on Linux OSWe have different
distributions of the Linux operating system such as Mint, Fedora, and Ubuntu. Thus, these
distributions may have different console programs commonly called a terminal. The particular
terminal you start up, as well as how you do it depends on the distribution you are using. Take
Ubuntu for instance; here, you will likely have to open Gnome terminal that presents a prompt
that looks something like this:Opening the Console on Windows OSIn windows OS, the console
is the prompt named ‘cmd’. The shortest way to start the cmd is using the following key
combination:Pressing that will pop up a run dialog where you will then have to type cmd and
click on enter or okay. Alternatively, you can search for it at the search menu and wait to get
something like this:C:\Users\myusername>NOTE: The command prompt in windows has limited
capabilities and is not as very powerful as in the other operating systems such as OS X and
Linux. Therefore, you might want to start the Python interpreter directly or use Python’s IDLE
program that comes with it. You will find these options in your start menu. We will talk about
using the IDLE in more detail in a moment.The Windows PowerShellThe Windows PowerShell is
a CLI (command-line interface) for the windows OS. A command line interface is a kind of
program we use to tell the computer what to do using textual commands. Well, technically, the
PowerShell is more than just the CLI; it enables you to automate tasks and perform multiple
things with a single command.Getting started with PowerShell is quite simple. All you have to do
is search for PowerShell on your computer. You may find that you have a number of different
options such as PowerShell (x86) and PowerShell ISE.The Integrated Scripting Environment or



ISE is a handy tool that equips you with the ability to write scripts as you go and that has an
expedient look-up for the entire group of PowerShell commands. At this point in your Python
programming journey, this might be more than you would need.The ‘x86’ on the other hand is
here for backwards compatibility—if you have been around computers for a while, you will
remember the old Intel processors known as 286, 836 and so on from the 80s and 90s. That is
exactly what the ‘x86’ is getting at; and it is a 32-bit version.To use this program, you want a 64-
bit, and so you can use the one just with the name ‘windows PowerShell’. When you open it, it
should look something like this:In case you do not fancy the white on blue, simply right click the
top bar, select ‘properties’ and then ‘colors’ to change things. You may have to close and open
PowerShell again so that it displays properly.How to navigateThe good thing about PowerShell is
that it always lets you know where you are because it gives you that information in the prompt. In
our case here, we see the following:You should be able to see something similar to this only with
your username. In case you do not, you can type the following:sl ~Just ensure to put the space–
that will take you to your home directory that is:Here, your account’s name (on the directory of
the machine) replaces the word ‘YOURUSERNAME’. Directory is a word that represents ‘folder’,
and PowerShell considers your user folder and not the desktop to be your home. You should
note that your desktop is only another folder inside your user folder—you can imagine it as a
subdirectory of the user directory. When you enter sl~, it’s like you’ve opened the folder known
as ‘users’ and then YOURUSERNAME with your GUI.As we move forward, you will gain better
understanding of PowerShell and its usage with Python.The First Steps in Python with IDLEAs
we begin, here are some conventions of formatting to guide you:Output statements and python
commands are usually set in bold like in print “Hello World!”Secondly, the code blocks are
shaded in grey boxes and the code written in these boxes contains colored highlighting for
various parts of the Python language such as comments, variables, and commands and so
on.Know how to start IDLEIDLE (Integrated Development Environment) for Python is a software
package you can run the Python program with–it lets you test the Python commands, edit, and
run the Python programs.In a typical IDLE session, you will interactively try Python commands,
and then run and edit the python programs. In these activities, you will start an IDLE session and
run a few simple scripts.NOTE: I do not recommend opening Python files that end with the
extension ‘.py’ by double clicking them; instead, open the scripts form within the IDLE session
using File>> Open. The reason behind this is the behavior you get can be unexpected even
though it will not cause any harm.Let us continue:If you are using the windows operating system,
you will start IDLE from the Python XY package. Open IDLE from the start menu as
follows:Start~ All programs~ Python 3.6.4~IDLEYou will get a window named ‘Python Shell’ that
looks something like this:If you are using Mac OS X, you can open IDLE from the applications
folder in the following steps:Applications ~ Python ~IDLEA ‘python shell’ will then pop up–it will
look something like:Let us now start running some scripts so that you know how to run them; you
can find these scripts in the examples folder which you can download as a zip file .Download the
folder, unzip it, and check the list of examples in it.Go back to the IDLE program and then to the



examples folder by using File ~ Open in the Windows OS or Mac OS. Open the file labeled
‘bounce’ that may appear as bounce.py or bounce in the directory catalogue.Choose Run ~ Run
Module in the menu (you can use F5 as a shortcut for this). This should produce an animated
bouncing ball as shown below:What you are looking at is the scene from a virtual camera’s
perspective–you can use your mouse to move the camera around the scene. You can zoom,
pan, or even rotate the camera to various orientations. The mouse controls are not the same on
Mac and windows systems.You can hold down the right mouse button and then move it to rotate
the camera. On Mac systems, press the command before moving the mouse. Try rotating the
camera now.You typically hold the middle button down and then move the mouse to pan and
zoom. If you are using a Mac system, just hold the right and left buttons or simply press the
option key before moving the mouse. You can now try to pan and zoom.Are you ready to move
on to the next example? If so, close the window that has the animation. The subsequent
example plots some data. In the folder labeled examples, look for the file named
‘matplotlib_example.py’, which may appear as ‘matplotlib_example.py’ or
‘matplotlib_example’.Choose Run Module – you can also use F5 as the shortcut (before
anything happens, you might have to wait for a minute or two). When you do this though, the
earth’s surface global mean temperature plot should appear- this is as a function of year for a
number of decades as indicated below. The plot gets its data from the website.You can now
open and run any of the scripts in the examples folder freely–for instance, stars.py, and gas.py.
Moreover, you can edit them, save them, and run them to change them; note that IDLE only runs
scripts saved to the disk.To learn more, you can begin tinkering with the scripts–it does not
matter whether you understand only a part of what is happening in the scripts as you can have
fun changing them and checking the result.When done, you can quit IDLE, and continue with the
next part.A recapLet us have a little recap to make sure we are still together:The most basic
means to create and run a python program is creating an empty file that has the .py extension,
and pointing to the same file from the command line using ‘python filename.py.’As an alternative,
you can work with the default Python IDLE that comes installed with Python. You can then be
able to write your code and execute it within IDLE.Nonetheless, if you want to be even more
productive, you can try something else that is different from the first two options; try using
something like the atom editor.Using the Atom editorAtom is an open source free text editor,
which means it provides all the code for you to read and adjust for your personal use and maybe
even your own contribution to improvements.The Atom editor is a creation of GitHub. Its
popularity has grown from the slogan “the hackable text editor for the 21st century.” The program
is very flexible and has good support for external packages; this makes it a very powerful
Interactive Development Environment (IDE). It is very customizable and hence the allusion ‘the
hackable text editor.’The following steps describe how you can get and use this
program.Download and install itGo to this to download it and install it. When you install the
program, open the command line and type ‘atom’. You can also ensure atom is already been
added to your search environment or path variables in case that does not work.You should



expect something like this:You should also note that there is a more convenient way of opening
Atom: by clicking on a folder where your files are and then going to ‘open with Atom’. This action
will simply add all the folder’s files to the tree view –as the screenshot above clearly shows. This
is excellent when the web app or program you are developing has multiple files. This means you
can simply jump from one file to another and edit them from inside Atom.Executing a python file
in Atom
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Carl DiNello Jr, “This kit of three books is helpful as its for all beginners, intermediate learner and
advance level programmers,. Being a computer science student I'm studying Python in my
semester course, What I have been finding difficult is to setting up the initial environment to work
with python, Installation of it of 32 bit or 64 bit systems is difficult and one of my class fellow
using UBUNTU OS so, It has been a real problem for all of us as beginner to setting up
environment, this kit of three books is helpful as its for all beginners, intermediate learner and
advance level programmers, step by step instructions from setting up first working environment
to advance programming with python, is now pretty simple for me I have learned about basics
like variables, strings and writing basic programs, now, I have my hands on intermediate level
programming.”

Imran Khan$, “Nice book. I see myself as an 'early middle of the road' Pythonista, with around
three years of self-trained involvement in the language, supported by all the great assets out
there on the web. I originally kept running over Dan's page/blog through a Twitter interface, I
think, and have truly made the most of his Python Tricks messages. Some of them aren't a
surprising bit of information to me, however there have been different examples where they've
given me a key knowledge into the conduct of Python, or a thought that is helped me improve
my undertakings.”

The book by Maurice J. Thompson has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 3,383 people have provided
feedback.
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